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children, development and evaluation of intervention strategies with
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Pictures and Relational Imagery Training in Children's Learning
1

Fred W. Danner and Arthur M. Taylor

Abstract

The effects of interrelated (unitized) pictures, training in

the generation of imaginal relations, and the combination of train-

ing and unitized pictures on the recall of noun triplets wele

developmentally assessed. Mean recall under these three conditions

was from two to six times greater than that of a control group

in grades one, three, and six. Relational imagery training (the

generation of pictorial relations) was highly effective even with

first grade children and by sixth grade, subject-generated relations

provided higher mean recall than experimenter-imposed relations. It

was suggested that encouraging young children to seek out and

generate relations might help them become aware of and more confident

in their ability to improve their own learning efficiency.



Pictures and Relational Imagery Training in Children's Learning 1

Fred W. Danner and Arthur M. Taylor

It has been demonstrated that associative recall is facilitated

when subjects are presented with unitized, interacting pictures of

nouns (Davidson & Adams, 1970; Milgram, 1967; Reese, 1965; Rohwer,

1967) and when they actively seek out and construct verbal or imaginal

relations between them (Bobrow & Bower, 1969; Bower & Winzeliz, 1970).

However, there appears to be a developmental trend in the effective-

ness of inferred mental imagery as an aid to associative recall

(Reese, 1970a). This is reflected both in studies which suggest an

increasing capacity with age to benefit from pictorial materials

(Rohwer, 1970) and in those which indicate z similar trend in the

capacity to generate relational or "dynamic' images (Montague, 1970;

Wolff & Levin, 1971).

The developmental trends suggested above may, in part, indicate

a misunderstanding of the task by the younger children rather than

an inability to utilize or generate relations between nouns. For

example, Reese (1970c) has speculated that the inability of young

children to benefit greatly from pictorial interactions may be due

to their failure to "read" or attend to relations. This failure to

attend to relations might also explai.n the poor paired-associate

recall of young subjects (Grade one and below) instructed to generate

relational images since they may focus on the individual items rather

than their potential interaction.

It seems plausible that the child's attention could be focused
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on relations between items by training him to construct relations.

However, attempts at relational training have met with mixed success.

Rohwer, Ammon, & Levin (1971) attempted to train preschool, kinder-

garten, and second-grade children to construct sentences or inter-

acting images with noun pairs. The pairs were presented verbally,

on videotape, as objec,s, and as cut-outs since Rohwer et.al.'s objective

was to train the children to utilize verbal and imaginal elaborations

with varying types of input. Training facilitated recall of the

noun pairs with only part of the second-grade sample and proved

ineffective with preschool and kindergarten children. It is possible

that the diversity of training and presentation methods confused the

children rather than produced a set to relate the noun pairs.

A different approach to relational training was taken by Wolff

& Levin (1971) in their investigation of the link between motor activity

and relational imagery production. They used small toys as stimulus

and response items in a paired-associate task and found that kinder-

garten and first-grade children instructed to manipulate the pairs of

toys (i.e., "make them play together") had significantly greater

recognition scores than those instructed to form a mental image of the

toys in each pair playing together. Wolff & Levin concluded that

manipulation permitted the formation of dynamic images by children wno

were otherwise unable to form them. However, the subjects who were

instructed to form mental images may simply not have understood what

was expected of them.

Regardless of the role of motor activity in the genesis of imagery,

a study by Taylor, Gallistel, & Trautz (1972, in press) suggests that
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manipulation is not necessary for imagery formation in seven-year-

old children. Normal and low-ability first-grade children were pre-

sented with pictured nouns and were trained to generate relational

images through example, practice, and feedback. This training

dramatically facilitated their subsequent paired-associate recall

compared to a control group instructed to repeat the pairs. Apparently,

training which focuses on one relational strategy (imagery) and one

method of presentation (pictorial) clarifies the subject's task and

more adequately assesses his competence with a relational strategy

than does diversified training such as that used by Rohwer, et. al.

(1971).

The present study is an expansion of the Taylor, et al. study

designed to developmentally assess the effect of relational imagery

training, unitized pictorial relations, and the combination of both

on the recall of noun triplets. It was hypothesized that all three

of the experimental conditions defined by these variables would

facilitate recall relative to a control group at each age level

tested.

Two of the above experimental conditions represent quite

different approaches for providing useful relations for children.

In the unitized picture condition, relations are imposed by the

experimenter, whereas the relational imagery training condition

requires that the child generate his own relations. Previous

research comparing the effects of imposed and self-generated rela-

tions on recall suggests the following trend: imposed relations

superior at age five (Rohwer, et al., 1971), the two sources of
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relations equally effective from grades one through eleven (Bean

& Rohwer, 1970 described in Rohwer, 1971), and a dramatic superiority

of self-generated relations for college-students (Bobrow & Bower,

1969; Bower & Winzenz, 1970). Bower and his associates attribute

this superiority of self-generated relations to the active processing

involved in the construction of idiosyncratic relations, but it is

difficult to understand why the superiority of active processing

only becomes evident in college subjects.

Fiavell's recent discussion of cognitive-developmental stages

(Flavell, 1971) raises two issues which relate to this assessment

problem. First, he concluded that the development of cognitive

"items" (a generic expression for any sort of cognitive acquisition)

is characteristically gradual rather than abrupt and second, that

the assessment and comparison of two cognitive items 'n two different

tasks can be misleading if one of the tasks is more demanding than

the other. Applying this developmental perspective to the comparison

of self-generated and imposed relations, one might predict that (a)

regardless of when it first appears, he ability to construct rela-

tions develops gradually and (b) performance constraints such as mis-

understanding, lack of practice, and not enough time to think may

distort the comparison between self-generated and imposed relations.

In or'er to reduce these performance constraints and to discover at

what ages relational imagery training might be functional, the train-

ing in the present study provides a clear specification of the task

demands by allowing practice and providing feedback on several examples.
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Two recent studies which utilized this careful instructional

technique indicate that sixth-grade subjects are quite proficient

at generating and remembering imaginal relations (Levin & Kaplan,

in press; Taylor & Whitely, 1971). Furthermore, Rohwer (1971)

presents evidence which suggests that the critical transition age

for the spontaneous and deliberate use of relational strategies

is approximately age 12. It was therefore hypothesized that by

this age (i.e., sixth grade) relational imagery training would

facilitate recall more than the presentation of unitized pictures.

The third hypothesis was that the combination of relational

imagery training and imposed relations would facilitate recall more

than either condition separately, at least for the younger children.

This hypothesis was based on the assumption that it would be easier

to focus the young child's attention on the relations depicted in

imposed pictures, than to rely either on his spontaneous attention

to the relations or his ability to quickly generate a series of

equally good relations.

METHOD

Subjects. A total of 120 suburban school children -- 20 boys

and 20 girls from each of grades one, three, and six -- served as

Ss
2

. The mean age for each grade was as follows (in years--months):

Grade one, 7-3: Grade three, 9-1; Grade six, 12-2. Standardized

test scores were unavailable, therefore the sample was selected from

a list of the middle-ability students which was prepared by the teachers.

Materials. Fifty-four pictures were selected from a pool of 500
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pictures of concrete nouns,
3
and pilot tests indicated that the

youngest children in the sample were familiar with all of them.

The 54 nouns were divided into 18 three-picture sets (i.e., triplets).

Triplets were used rather than pars under the assumption that larger

associative units would be more sensitive to the changes in associa-

tive strategies which the unitized pictures and relational imagery

training were designed to produce (cf., Taylor & Whitely, 1971).

Two versions c2 the three-picture sets were constructed.

(See Appendix A for the complete list of noun triplets and sample

pictures of the two versions). In one version, the three pictured

nouns in each set were incorporated into a unitized interacting scene.

This integration of pictures resulted in many unrealistic, cartoon-

like interactions (e.g., an elephant driving a car over a football)

which seemed ideal for accentuating relations. The second version

of the three-picture sets consisted of separate drawings of the nouns in

the same left-to-right sequence. These separate drawings also

had a cartoon-like quality but without the interaction. All of the

three-picture sets, both unitized and separated were on 5 x 8 inch

cards.

A set of 18 one-item pictures was also prepared for the cued-

recall test. One picture was copied from each of the 18 separated

sets such that six cues each were selected from the left, right, and

middle positions.

Design. A 2 x 3 x 4 factorial design was used. Boys and girls

from each of the three grades (one, three, and six) were assigned

to one of four conditions (relv.ional imagery training, unitized
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pictures, the combination of training and unitized pictures, or

a control group receiving neither training nor unitized pictures).

Procedure. All Ss were individually tested by one of three

Es -- two males and one female. (See Appendix B for detai'

structional procedures). Each S was told that he was to pia, d

game with pictures and was asked to try to remember them. At this

point, S was given different instructions dependent on his condition.

Ss in the combined condition were shown three practice sets of unitized

noun triplets. As each set was presented, E named the three items,

said that they were doing something together, and asked S to describe

the interaction. If S's description focused on the items rather

than their interaction, he was asked specific questions about the

relations between items. ALter the first set, E removed the picture,

asked S to recall the interaction, and cued his recall of two of the

items with a picture of the third. On the second and third practice

sets, S was asked not only to describe the interaction but also to

make a quick sketch of it from memory and to describe the interaction

in his drawing. In this way, E was able to direct and assess S's

attention to pictorial relations.

receiving relational imagery training were required to generate

and draw their own unitized pictures while viewing separated pictures.

On the first practice set, a unitized picture served as a model and, as

soon as the interaction had been discussed, recall was cued as in the

combined condition. On practice sets two and three, S received as much

encouragement and correction as was necessary to produce an interacting

scene. Thus, S's mental task -- the generation of relations -- was
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externalized and clarified.

ti,e unitized and control conditions practiced on the

first three sets but received no training. Ss in the unitized con-

dition were presented with the first unitized picture for 20 seconds

and were asked to remember it. S's recall of two of the items was

then cued with a picture of the third. Practice sets two and three

were then presented for 20 seconds each with the same instruction to

remember them. The same practice procedure was used for control

Ss except that three separated-picture sets were presented. Thus,

the unitized condition provided an opportunity (but no encouragement)

for attention to imposed relations while the control condition left

Ss totally on their own with separated pictures.

Because of the drawing and discussions in the combined and

relational imagery training conditions, less time was spent with

each S in the unitized and control conditions. It was not readily

apparent how to fill this time gap without distracting the unitized

and control condition children from the learning task so no activity

was interpolated between the practice and experimental trials.

After the initial training or practice session, a cued-recall

test of the three practice sets was administered to each S with a

maximum of 15 F..!conds allowed for each response. S was praised for

his good memory and was asked to play the game with some more

pictures. Each S was given specific instructions on how to proceed

dependent on his condition. Ss in the combined condition were

asked to "try to remember what the things are doing together." Ss

who had received relational imagery training were asked to "try to
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make up a picture of the three things doing something together"

but were not asked to draw. Ss in the unitized picture and control

conditions were simply asked to remember which pictures went to-

gether. The 15 experimental sets were then presented to each S

at a 20 sec. rate. Immediately after presentation of all 15 sets,

a recall test using the single-item pictures as cues was administered.

A maximum of 15 seconds was allowed for a response to each cue.

Each S was questioned about his memory strategies immediately

after the recall test. He was asked a general question about what

he had done when he looked at the pictures and several specific

questions about his approach to particular triplets.

RESULTS

There were no significant main or interaction effects due to

sex of S, therefore the recall data for boys and girls were combined.

The mean and standard deviation of recall as a function of condition

and grade-level is shown in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 abort here

Figure 1 graphically presents the same mean recall information.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Table 2 presents t tests of the orthogonal contrasts which were

derived from the three hypotheses. The preselected significance level
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for all tests was .05.

Insert Table 2 about here

Hypothesis one contrasted the three experimental conditions

with the control condition. As can be seen in Figure 1, mean

recall in the three experimental conditions was from two to six

times higher than in the corresponding control conditions. Multiple

t tests confirmed that all of the experimental conditions at each

age were superior to their respective control conditions.

The second contrast compared relational imagery training with

unitized pictures. In grade one, recall was slightly but not

significantly lower in the relational imagery training condition.

In grade three, this was reversed i.e., recall was slightly higher

in the training condition. By grade six, recall with training

was significantly superior to that of unitized pictures as predicted.

The contrast for hypothesis three was between the combined

condition and the average of the training and unitized picture con-

ditions. As predicted, the increment in recall due to the combination

of training and unitized pictures was evident in grades one and three

and diminisl'ed by grade six. A further breakdown of this comparison

revealed that the combined condition was superior to the training

condition in grade one (t = 1.76, one-tail) and was superior to the

unitized picture condition in grades three (t = 2.85, one-tail) and

six (t = 1.75, one-tail).

The same data were also analyzed developmentally. This analysis

I
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showed that recall increased significantly from grade one to grade

six in both the relational imagery training and control conditions

(t = 3.69 and 2.93, respectively). However, there was no signifi-

cant age trend in recall for either the unitized picture condition

or the combined condition (see Figure 1).

DISCUSSION

The major finding was that all three experimental conditions- -

relational imagery training, unitized pictures, and the combination

of both -- greatly facilitated recall. The following discussion

considers developmental trends in these conditions, comparisons be-

tween conditions, and the potential educational benefits of relational

training.

Contrary to most previous studies, no support was found for a

developmental trend in the effectiveness of unitized pictures.

Reese (1970b) also failed to obtain an age trend although his Ss

only ranged in age from 40 to 64 months. In the present study, unitized

pictures were highly effective at all three ages, but especially with

the first grade children. It is possible that the lack of an age

trend was an artifact of the materials. In order to fairly assess

the relational-strategy potentials of the youngest children in the

sample, the materials were designed to appeal to them. The first-

graders were especially aroused by the depicted interactions and this

probably helped them attend to the relations. However, the fact that

there was virtually no recall increment from grade three to grade six

suggests that the lack of an age trend was not entirely artifactual.
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Although there was a significant developmental trend in the

effectiveness of relational imagery training, inspection of the

individual recall scores indicated that all of the children who

received relational training were using relatively efficient

memory strategies. In fact, there were only two instances where

recall scores from the control condition overlapped those of the

age-equivalent training condition. Furthermore, as Bugelski, Kidd

& Segmen (1968) previously noted with college Ss, the children in

the training condition eagerly recalled their active, and often

humorous, elaborative constructions during post-test questioning.

Evidently, even the first-grade children were able to effectively

utilize a relational strategy to improve their recall. Comparable

training procedures would probably reveal that other seven-year-old

children, as well, are not deficient in relational imagery skills

(cf. Montague, 1970) and do not need to manipulate objects (cf.

Wolff and Levin, 1971) in order to construct functional relations.

The only deficiency the young Ss in the present study exhibited

was one of spontaneous production (Flavell, Beach, & Chimsky, 1966).

Among the control Ss, no grade-one S indicated that he had used a

relational strategy; one grade-three S reported that he had generated

sentences; and two-grade-six Ss reported that they had generated stories

to relate the items. It is interesting to note that the latter two

Ss recalled 12 and 29 items apiece while the other eight control

Ss recalled an average of six items apiece. The age trend in the

control condition might therefore be due, at least in part, to an

increase with age in the spontaneous use of relational strategies.
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Rohwer (1971) concluded from similar evidence that age 12 is

the best time to begin teaching relational strategies and that we

should not waste our efforts on younger children. The data from

the sixth graders in the present study might be taken as support

for this view. Sixth graders both had the highest recall with train-

ing and were the only group which appear to have generated more

effective relations than those which were presented in the unitized

picture condition. However, the fact that relational imagery train-

ing was so effective even with first-grade Ss indicates that we

r might start training much earlier than age 12.

It is significant that sixth graders recalled more items when

they generated their own relations than when relations were supplied.

This is the first demonstration of superior recall with self-generated

relations using Ss younge'. than college age. It could be argued that

two procedural factors contributed to this finding. First, Ss had

more time to generate relations than has been allowed in previous

studies. However, consideration of three related points would

suggest that time was not, and should not be a critical factor. First,

children are usually given as much time as they need when they are

asked to construct relations (e.g., in a classroom task). Second,

the relations were between noun triplets rather than the traditional

pairs. And finally, even the 15-20 seconds per triplet may not have

been time enough to allow each subject to construct an adequate rela-

tion for each triplet. In light of these considerations, it seems

that the benefits of self-generated relations relative to imposed

relations, if anything, were underestimated in the present study.
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The procedural factor other than time which might have contri-

buted to the superiority of self-generated relations is the nature

of the imposed relations (i.e., unitized pictures). It could be

argued that the unitized pictures were of less relevance for the

sixth grade children. If such were the case, the unitized pictures

would not have substantially improved the sixth grader's recall.

However, as Figure 1 shows, mean recall with unitized pictures was

nearly double that of the control condition, and this in turn makes

the small but significant additional increase in the relational train-

ing condition more noteworthy.

Another important comparison is that between the combined condi-

tion and its two components. With only one exception (grade six

relational training), mean recall was higher in the combined condition

than in the relational training or unitized picture conditions. This

leads to the following speculations: 1) as noted earlier, Ss in the

relational training condition may have had difficulty generating

effective relations under time pressure thus lowering their recall

relative to the combined condition and 2) even sixth-graders cannot

be expected to derive optimal benefit from imposed relations without

some instruction which focuses their attention on relations rather

individual items.

While providing relations greatly improved recall at all three

ages, encouraging the children to actively seek out and construct

relations between nouns was the crucial factor in the training pro-

cedures. With further refinement, such procedures might be incor-

porated into classroom instruction so that young children might
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become more aware of and confident in their ability to improve

their own learning efficiency. However, it seems that attempts to

incorporate these materials in the classroom must first move toward

substantially longer, but tightly controlled, interventions. One

such attempt (Ammon & Ammon, 1971) focused on teaching functional

vocabulary to young children. Although the Ammon & Ammon study met

with limited success, this may be due to the emphasis on elaborative

materials without the benefit of elaboration training. In another

study, Taylor & Riegel (1972) conducted an extensive classroom inter-

vention with retarded children in which they trained children to

actively seek out and construct relations between noun pairs, as

well as pre-reading and arithmetic items. These researchers report

improvement in elaboration and other organizational skills from

such training, but suggest the need for more controlled evaluation

of the training.
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Table I

Recall Mean and Standard Deviation as a Function

of Condition and Grade-level

Conditions

Grade
Unitized
Pictures

Relational
Training Combined Control

1

3

6

18.5(4.4)

16.6(6.8)

17.0(6.4)

16.7(5.0)

19.1(5.9)

22.6(5.2)

20.3(4.1)

21.5(3.6)

21.4(4.7)

3.2(2.1)

5.0(3.2)

8.8(8.2)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.



Table 2

t Tests of Orthogonal Contrasts

Hypothesis

Grade 1 2 3

1 10.38** 1.00 1.73*

3 7.52** 1.09 1.84*

6 5.02** 1.99* .66

* P < .05 (1-tail)

** p < .001 (1-tail)
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Training or Practice:

APPENDIX A: MATERIALS

Stimulus Responses

Table Baby Glass
Elephant Car Football
Star Man Swing

Experimental:

Fence Kite Girl
Sailor Hose Boot
Shoe Pie Dog
Bicycle Frog House
Airplane Pig Balloons
Horse Cup Umbrella
Bird Bed Apple
Duck Rope Wagon
Sled Horse Cake
Bathtub Whale Brush
Egg Hand Hat
Boy Jar Ladder
Scissors Woman Chain
Shovel Bear Leaves
Bell Hammer Policeman
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APPENDIX B: INSTRUCTIONS

Combined Condition

Training

We're going to play a game with pictures. We're going to
remember pictures a special way.

Here's a picture of a Table, a Baby, and a Glass, (Show
unitized picture of Baby on Table pushing Glass off table). These
things are doing something together. Can yc tell me what they are
doing? (If S does not focus on relations, ask him specific ques-
tions i.e., What is the Baby doing to the Glass? Where is the Baby?)
(Remove picture). Can you remember the picture? What is happening
in the picture?

Here's a picture of the Table. (Show stimulus picture). Think
of the picture we just saw. Can you tell me the other things in the
picture?

Here's a picture of an Elephant, a Car, and a Football. (Show
unitized picture of Elephant driving Car over a Football). They are
doing something together too. What is the Elephant doing to the Car?
What's the Car doing to the Football? (Remove picture). I want you
to draw the picture you just saw. It doesn't have to be neat --
draw it as fast as you can. (Three circles will do as long as S can
identify them and describe their interaction). OK, look at your
picture and show me what the things are doing together. (Ask
specific questions about relations, as above).

(Show picture of Man on Swing eating a Star). Look at this
picture. (Name items). What's the Man doing to the Star? Where
is the Man sitting? I'd like you to draw this picture too. OK,
what are the things doing together in your picture? (Ask specific
questions as above).

Let's see if you can remember the pictures.

I) (Show Table) Think of the picture we saw with the Table
in it. What are the other things in the picture?

II) (Show Elephant as cue) Same question
III) (Show Star as cue) Same question

Experimental Trials

That's very good! You really know how to remember pictures.
Let's play the game with some more pictures. I'll tell you what the
pictures are and you try to remember what they are doing together.



(Present each of the 15 unitized picture sets one at a time. Name
the items and tell S to "try to remember what the things are doing
together." Total time per picture set: 20 seconds)

Cued-Recall Test

Present each of the 15 cue pictures, one at a time, in the
following manner:

Here's a picture of the . Think about the picture with
in it. What are the other things in the picture with

(Allow 15 seconds for a response).

Post-Test Questioning

You did very well on those pictures! How did you remember so
many of them? Did you do anything special to try to remember the
pictures? How did you remember what went with ? What did you
do when I showed you the picture with in it? Can you remember
what was happening in the picture with ? (Ask these questions
about at least four specific test pictures).



Relational Imagery Training Condition

Training

We're going to play a game with pictures. We're going to
remember them a special way. We're going to make up pictures of
things doing something together.

Here is a picture of a Table, a Baby, and a Glass. (Show
separated picture containing these three items side by side). The
way to remember these is to make up a picture of them doing some-
thing together. I made up a picture in my mind but I drew it so you
could see it. (Show unitized picture of Table, Baby, and Glass).
The things in my picture are doing something together. Can you
tell me what they are doing? (If S does not get relation, ask
him specific questions i.e., what is the Baby doing to the Glass?
Where is the Baby?) (Remove picture). Can you remember my picture?
What is happening in the picture?

Here's a picture of the Table. (Show stimulus picture). Thinkof the picture you just saw. Can you tell me the other things in
the picture?

Here's a picture of an Elephant, a Car, and a Football. (Show
separated picture of these three items). These things aren't doing
anything together. Don't make up pictures like this. Do you think
you could make up a better picture with these things doing somethingtogether? Why don't you try it. (If S comes up with unrelated
picture, ask him to try again to make up one picture of them doing
something together. Help him if necessary i.e., what could you
have the elephant doing to the car? etc.)

I want you to draw the pictv.re you just made up. It doesn't
have to be a neat picture--draw it as fast as you can. (Three circles
will do as long as S can identify them and describe their interaction).
OK, look at your picture and tell me what the things are doing together.
(Ask specific questions about relations).

(Show separated picture of Man, Star, and Swink . See if you
can make up a picture of these three things doing something together.
You don't have to tell me right away. Just try to make up a good
picture of the things doing something together. Your picture doesn't
have to be real, you can make it as silly as you wnat. (Allow 20
seconds). Did you make one? (If not, ask him to try again) Would
you quickly draw it for me? OK, look at your picture. What are the
things doing together in your picture: (Discuss relations with S,
make sure he is not hesitant to create unrealistic relations, prompt
him if necessary to produce an inter-related picture of all threeitems.)

Let's see if you can remember the pictures.



I) (Show Table). Think of the picture I made up with the
Table in it. What are the other things in the picture?

II) (Show Elephant as cue) same question
III) (Show Star as cue) same question

Experimental Trials

That's very good! You really know how to remember pictures.
Let's play the game with some more pictures. I'll tell you what
the things are. You try to make up a picture of them doing some-
thing together. Will you try to do that?

(Present each of the separated picture sets one at a time.
Name the items and tell S to "try to make up a picture of tl.e three
things doing something together." If he comes up with one immediately,
tell him to think of the picture he made up and to try to remember
what the things are doing together. If he starts to tell you about
his creation, tell him to remember it so he can tell you afterwards.
Total time per picture set: 20 seconds).

Cued-Recall Test

Present each of the 15 cue pictures, one at a time, in the
following manner:

Here's a picture of the . Think of the picture you made
up with in it. What are the other things in your picture
with ? (Allow 15 seconds for a response).

Post-Test Questioning

You did -very well on those pictures! How did you remember so
many of them? Did you do anything special when you looked at the
pictures? How did you remember what went with ? What did
you do when I showed you the picture with in it? Did you
make up a picture with in it?

(Ask these questions about at least four specific test pictures)



Unitized Picture Condition

Practice

We're going to play a game with pictures. I'm going to show
you some pictures and I want you to try to remember them.

Here's a picture of a Table, a Baby, and a Glass (Show unitized
picture). Try to remember these three pictures (20 seconds).

Here's a picture of the Table (show stimulus picture). What
are the other things that go with Table? Very good!

Let's practice with some more pictures. This is a picture of
an Elephant, a Car, and a Football. (Show unitized picture). Try
to remember these three pictures. (20 seconds).

Here's a picture of a Man, a Star, and a Swing (Show unitized
picture). Try to remember these three pictures too. (20 seconds).

OK, let's see how many pictures you can remember.

I) (Show Table) Can you tell me the other things that go with
Table?

II) (Show Elephant as cue) same question
III) (Show Star as cue) same question

Experimental Trials

That's very good! You really know how to remember pictures.
Let's play the game with some more pictures. I'll tell you what the
things are. You try to remember them.

(Present each of the 15 unitized picture sets, one at a time.
Name the items and tell S to "try to remember them." Total time per
picture set: 20 seconds).

Cued-Recall Test

Present each of the 15 cue pictures, one at a time, in the follow-
ing manner:

Here's a picture of the . What are the things that go with
? (Allow 15 seconds for a response)

Post-Test Questioning

That was pretty hard but you did very well on those pictures!
How did you remember so many of them? Did you do anything special to
try to remember the pictures? How did you remember what went with



? What did you do when I showed you the picture with
in it? Can you remember what was happening in the picture with

? (Ask these questions about at least four specific test
pictures).



Control Condition

Practice

We're going to play a game with pictures. I'm going to show
you some pictures and I want you to try to remember them.

Here's a picture of ;I Table, a Baby, and a Glass. (Show
separated picture with Table, Baby, and Glass side by side).
Try to remember these three pictures. (20 seconds)

Here's a picture of the Table (show stimulus picture). What
are the other things that go with Table? Very good:

Let's practice with some more pictures. This is a picture of
an Elephant, a Car, and a Football (show separated picture). Try
to remember these three pictures (20 seconds).

Here's a picture of a Man, a Star, and a Swing. (Show sep-
arated picture.) Try to remember these three pictures too (20
seconds).

OK, let's see how many pictures you can remember.

I) (Show Table) Can you tell me the other things that go
with Table?

II) (Show Elephant as cue) same question.

III) (Show Star as cue) same question.

Experimental Trials

That's very good! You really know how to remember pictures.
Let's play the game with some more pictures. I'll tell you
what the things are. You try to remember them.

(Present each of the 15 separated picture sets, one at a time.
Name the items and tell S to "try to remember them." Total time
per picture set: 20 seconds.)

Cued-Recall Test

Present each of the 15 cue pictures, one at a time, in the
following manner:

Here's a picture of the
. What are the things that

go with ? (Allow 15 seconds for a r:sponse.)



Post Test Questioning

That was pretty hard but you did very well on those pictures!
How did you remember so many of them? Did you do anything special
to try to remember the pictures? How did you remember what went
with ? What did you do when I showed you the picture
with in it? (Ask these questions about at least four
specific test pictures.)
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